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SPECIAL
POINTS OF
INTEREST:


Thank you to everyone
who very kindly responded to our appeal
and sent us rehydration
sachets. We now have
enough for both
branches . They are
vital for when we have
sick animals that won’t
eat or drink and may
well save an animals
life.



If anyone can help by
sponsoring a dog or cat
for 10 euros a month,
we would be very grateful. We have many dogs
and 2 cats with no
sponsors and many
other dogs with just one
sponsor. On average it
takes 2 sponsors to
cover the costs for each
dog.



Thank you to everyone
who has named a pup,
donated for vaccinations or blood tests or
sponsored a dog.



We are grateful for any
general donations,
whatever the amount.
We often have unexpected expenses and
emergencies such as
Pip’s operation and
vets bills and building
extra pens for new
dogs. Your donations
help to make this possible. Thank you.
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Gaby, Mishka, Eddie, Sunny, Layla,
Phoenix, Kenny, Rudolf, Santa, Ember
and Erin all set off with Pet Chauffeurs on
the 17th of this month and arrived in Holland on the 20th.
All the dogs are now with their new families apart from Erin. Erin’s family were
there to meet her but she is staying with
Marian, one of our team members, until
their new house is ready.
We would like to thank Pet Chauffeurs,
our fantastic team in Holland who work
so hard to find good homes and then on
the day that the dogs arrive, Marian for
fostering Erin and to the families who
have adopted our dogs.
Also our supporters who helped by donating for vaccinations and microchipping or
sponsoring any of the dogs whilst they
were with us.
So many people are involved and work
hard from the moment we rescue a dog
until it arrives with it’s new family. It
truly is a team effort.
Our next adoption trip will be in May.

New vehicle for V.T branch
This month we had the opportunity to purchase a vehicle from Pet Chauffeurs.
Thank you to everyone who helped us to
raise the 1000 British Pounds for buying it
and the 400 for transporting it to us.
Keith and Chris brought the van with them
when they came to collect adopted dogs.
The van has four built in cages, plus room
for other cages and is perfect for Kerry and
Kosta at the V.T branch.
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Tony and Tyson rescue pups from the river bank.

D a l i l a
Dalila was found alone, wandering the
streets. Liam and Luke’s friends, Tyson and
Stasic, caught her and brought her to the
house one evening. After a few weeks it is
evident that she could be pregnant. We
suspect that someone had seen her being
served and this is why they threw her out.

E l i z a b e t h
Kerry and Kosta received a call
from the lady who had found Dylan abandoned. She had found a
very thin dog, collapsed on the
streets and wanted to know if they
could take her. Elizabeth was so
thin and weak that she had to
spend the night on a drip at the
vets. She is now with Kerry and
Kosta and gets stronger every day.
She is a lovely natured girl. Some
of her teeth are missing and others have been snapped possibly
through abuse. We will wait until
she gains more weight before she
has any treatment.

Tony and Tyson were in the
town center when they spotted
little pups by the river bank.
They had trouble catching the
pups as they were very scared
and kept running off and hiding
in bushes.
They eventually managed to
catch four of them and bring
them home.
The pups were in a poor condition and had been surviving on
waste rubbish that had been
dumped by factories and local
shops.
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We were asked if we would take in four 3
week old pups. The mother of the pups was
owned by someone but he said he wouldn’t
keep them any longer. The pups had started to
wander out of the kennel and there was nothing to stop them rolling down a steep bank.
They would have been unable to get back up
to their mother who was chained to the kennel. If we didn’t take the pups, they would
possibly die or have been killed.
Billy

Boo Bear

Kelly

Theo
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Kerry and Kosta were in the house when they heard the terrible sound of
a dog screaming and someone shouting Kerry. Kosta went running out
and found an old woman in the village, beating up her dog who was just
cowering and screaming. She was about to stab her with a garden fork
when Kosta arrived, shouting at her to stop. She told Kosta that the dog
had killed one of her hens so she would either stab her to death or poison
her unless he took her. Kosta told her he would sort out somewhere for
her to sleep and be back soon. When they returned to get the dog, she
was chained up on a short chain with only her back legs touching the
ground. If they hadn’t returned she would no doubt have collapsed and
hung. Ellie as she is now called had been kept with the hens and only fed
on the same grain that was put down for them. It is little wonder that she
eventually killed one of them as she was so hungry. Despite being horribly abused, she loves people and is now safe and happy with Kerry and
Kosta.

Three tiny pups dumped by the river.
An old man told Luke he had heard pups crying from
somewhere near the river. Tony, Luke and Tyson went to
the area where the man had heard them and found three
very thin puppies. The pups were sheltering under a garage on the edge of a steep bank down to the river. We
only hope that there weren’t more pups that fell down the
bank. The pups were in a bad way with every rib and
bone showing and very pale
gums. They were so infested with worms and were
absolutely starving. All of
them are so friendly which
means they were used to
people before they were
very cruelly abandoned.

RSDR at Crufts
Marc Abraham, TV vet invited RSDR to share a stand again
at this years Crufts. A big thank you to Julie, Sam and Nikita,
Vicky and Tim, Charlotte, Becci, Jo and Heather who all
helped out on the day.
175 pounds was raised and many items were donated either
for the dogs or to be sold or raffled to raise funds.
It was also a chance to raise awareness of the plight of street
dogs in Bulgaria and the work that we do.

Thank you ATAAC
Many thanks to ATAAC (Australian teenagers against
animal cruelty) who helped to
raise awareness and funds for
RSDR at their stand at the
Melbourne Pet and Animal
Expo, last month. 500 euros
was raised for RSDR.

Happy ending for Odin
We were all very upset when the person who adopted
Odin in February said after just two days that she couldn’t keep him as her circumstances had changed.
Odin went to Reina, one of our Dutch team members to
be fostered.
Reina and her family have fallen in love with Odin and
have adopted him.
Odin is enjoying life and even met up with Luca, one of
our other adopted dogs for a walk and a play in the park.
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Pip was one of the dogs that was left with Kerry and Kosta by Henrika the
Dutch lady. Henrika had been evicted from her apartment as she continually
collected dogs after being told not to. We heard through Facebook that she
was homeless with her dogs so Kerry and Kosta offered her temporary accommodation. She was only with them for a couple of days before she left, taking
one dog with her and leaving four.
Two of the dogs she left were older dogs and both were very scared. The vet
told us that both dogs had been badly abused over many years and had numerous broken bones all in different stages of healing. Pip was one of the abused
dogs. She was 10 years old and already pregnant when she was taken to Kerry
and Kosta.
On the 17th of March, they found her collapsed in the morning and rushed her
to the vets. The vet performed an emergency cesarian and 7 pups were delivered premature. Despite Kerry’s best efforts at bottle feeding them, the pups
all died during the first night.
Pip started having very bad fits and had to be taken to the vets the following
two days. Despite treatment, the fits continued and sadly Pip passed away in
Kerry’s arms on the morning of the 20th March.
We were all devastated but Kerry was heartbroken. She has stayed up for 3
nights trying to comfort Pip. The only consolation is that Pip had started to
trust Kerry and Kosta and passed away knowing that she was loved.

Pippa and Betty
Pippa and Betty are two of the first lot of pups that
we rescued from the river bank this month.
First Pippa became ill and was passing blood and
refused to eat and drink for five days. She was very
weak and lifeless and we didn’t think that she would
survive. Determined not to give up on her, we gave
her rehydration fluid and antibiotics every couple of
hours, day and night. On the 5th day, we were
overjoyed when she started to take an interest in
what was going on around her and eat again.
Our joy was short lived when he sister Betty became
ill. Betty was constantly being sick and couldn’t
even keep down the rehydration fluids. Sadly Betty
passed away within 24 hours. She was a beautiful
little girl and will never be forgotten.
Unfortunately when we rescue pups, we don’t always know what infections they might have or what
they may have eaten. The area where Pippa and
Betty were found is used by shops and factories for
dumping all sorts of chemicals and old food. and
starving pups will eat just about anything.
Pippa has now made a full recovery.

Raise funds for RSDR when you search the web. You can do this from anywhere in the world!
Use easysearch every time you search the Web and they’ll give RSDR, 50% of the fees paid by their
advertising sponsors to Rudozem Street Dog Rescue (RSDR). Please set http://rsdr.easysearch.org.uk/ as your home page.
If you are in the UK, Tty shopping from over 2000 well known UK Retailers, and have some of the proceeds go to RSDR. Please
go to
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/rsdr/

